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SUMMARY
In bacteria, two signal sequence dependent secretion pathways translocate proteins across the
cytoplasmic membrane. While the mechanism of the ubiquitous general secretory pathway (SEC)
is becoming well understood, that of the twin-arginine translocation pathway (TAT), responsible
for translocation of folded proteins across the bilayer, is more mysterious. TatC, the largest and
most conserved of three integral membrane components, provides the initial binding site of the
signal sequence prior to pore assembly. Here, we present two crystal structures of TatC from the
thermophilic bacteria Aquifex aeolicus at 4.0Å and 6.8Å resolution. The novel membrane
architecture of TatC includes a glove-shaped structure with a lipid-exposed pocket predicted by
molecular dynamics to distort the membrane. Correlating the biochemical literature to these results
suggests that the signal sequence binds in this pocket leading to structural changes that facilitate
higher order assemblies.
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INTRODUCTION
Prokaryotic organisms secrete protein via two main pathways: the general secretory pathway
(SEC), where the Sec translocon facilitates passage of unfolded protein across the bilayer,
and the twin arginine translocation (TAT) pathway, which is involved in targeting and
translocation of fully folded proteins across the inner membrane of bacteria (for recent
reviews: SEC pathway (Park and Rapoport, 2012) and TAT pathway (Frobel et al., 2012b;
Palmer and Berks, 2012)). TAT pathway substrates are characterized by a critical pair of
arginines in a consensus sequence (Berks, 1996; Chaddock et al., 1995). The components of
the pathway were identified in the thylakoid membrane of the chloroplast (Settles et al.,
1997) and in E. coli (Sargent et al., 1998; Weiner et al., 1998). While the TAT system is
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broadly conserved, it is not essential for viability under standard lab conditions in bacteria
(Bogsch et al., 1998; Jongbloed et al., 2004).
In TAT pathway containing organisms, approximately 10% of the total secretome are TAT
substrates. The most significant exceptions are halophilic archaea, in which the majority of
secreted proteins appear to utilize the TAT pathway (Bolhuis, 2002; Rose et al., 2002;
Thomas and Bolhuis, 2006) and the pathway is required for viability (Dilks et al., 2005).
Most TAT substrates are complex, containing co-factors and/or oligomeric assemblies, and
must be correctly folded and assembled in the cytoplasm prior to translocation, necessitating
a large pore that can translocate a diversity of folded proteins. Example secretion substrates
include respiratory redox enzymes, bacterial virulence factors (Kassem et al., 2011; van der
Ploeg et al., 2011), lipoproteins (Shruthi et al., 2010) and proteins involved in maintaining
cell wall integrity and cell motility (Stanley et al., 2001). Additionally, some inner
membrane proteins have been found that can be inserted via this pathway (Hatzixanthis et
al., 2003; Heikkila et al., 2001; Ochsner et al., 2002; Schaerlaekens et al., 2001).
The TAT pathway, as described in E. coli and chloroplasts, minimally requires three
membrane proteins: TatA, TatB and TatC (Bogsch et al., 1998; Sargent et al., 1998; Weiner
et al., 1998), which can all be purified at variable ratios in a complex (Bolhuis et al., 2001).
TatA and TatB contain a single N-terminal transmembrane helix (TM) while TatC contains
six TMs (Behrendt et al., 2004; Gouffi et al., 2002). TatC has the highest conservation,
performing the crucial role of recognition and initial binding of the signal sequence at the N-
terminal end of the pre-protein substrate (Allen et al., 2002; Jongbloed et al., 2000). TatB
and TatC form a stable complex predicted to contain up to eight copies of each protein in a
size range of 360–700 kDa (Bolhuis et al., 2001; de Leeuw et al., 2002; Kneuper et al.,
2012; Lee et al., 2006; Mcdevitt et al., 2005; Tarry et al., 2009) in a possible 1:1
stoichiometric ratio (Alami et al., 2003; Cline, 2001). This complex binds signal sequences
that contain the TAT motif (S/T-R-R-x-F-L-K) and transfers the substrate to a TatA
complex (Alami et al., 2003). TatA is predicted to serve as the protein-conducting
translocation channel forming a modular homo-oligomeric ring-like pore for secretion of
various sized substrates (Gohlke et al., 2005; Sargent et al., 2001). Translocation is powered
by the proton motive force (PMF) and can be blocked PMF inhibitors (Bageshwar and
Musser, 2007; Gérard and Cline, 2007; Kwan et al., 2008; Panahandeh et al., 2008). TatA
and TatB perform distinct functions in E. coli (Sargent et al., 1998; Sargent et al., 1999); yet,
sequence conservation suggests they are derived from a common ancestor, as some TAT
containing bacteria do not appear to contain a TatB, with TatA taking on a dual role (Dilks
et al., 2003; Wu et al., 2000; Yen et al., 2002).
Extensive genetic and biochemical studies have been performed to understand the
interaction of TatC with the signal sequence and TatA and TatB; however, the aggregate of
the data has led to a variety of very different models. The central role of TatC and its high
conservation suggests that a structure of this protein will provide a wealth of information
towards understanding the TAT pathway.
Here we present a structure of TatC from the thermophile Aquifex aeolicus in two different
crystal forms at resolutions of 4.0Å and 6.8Å. The structure reveals a membrane protein that
is shaped like a baseball glove with the concave pocket exposed to the bilayer. We used
molecular dynamics to look at this unusual architecture in a bilayer demonstrating the
flexible parts of the protein and a water funnel that lines the pocket. We use computational
docking to suggest possible dimerization interfaces. Finally, we correlate these results with
existing biochemical data to develop a model for signal sequence binding where the signal
sequence docks into the groove. This provocative solution to substrate recognition would
allow for subsequent conformational changes required for further complex assembly.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Crystallization and structure determination of Aquifex aeolicus TatC
Genes for TatC from 26 eubacteria, archaea and a mitochondrion (Malawimonas
jakobiformis) were either codon optimized for E. coli and synthesized based on their protein
sequence or amplified from genomic DNA, and then cloned into an inducible expression
vector. To prevent co-purification of native E. coli TAT components, the operon for
TatABCD followed by the gene for TatE, a TatA paralog, were deleted from the strain
BL21(DE3)GOLD to generate the new strain CJMS2. Using this strain, each clone was
tested for expression in a variety of conditions. Ultimately, TatC from the hyperthermophile
Aquifex aeolicus (AaTatC) proved to give the best expression and was used for structural
studies. This protein was well behaved by gel filtration in a variety of detergents including
dodecyl-maltoside (DDM) and di-heptanoyl phosphatidylcholine (DHPC).
The wild-type AaTatC crystallized in DHPC resulted in diffraction with reflections visible at
~10Å resolution after some optimization. To improve the diffraction, mutants were
generated to reduce surface entropy with one combination (K40A, E41A with a C-terminal
truncation) resulting in well-formed crystals that diffracted to 7.5Å. By visual inspection, it
became clear that two different kinds of crystal morphology were growing in the same drop.
The less frequent of the two crystal forms diffracted better and was used for seeding into
clear drops, resulting in only this form appearing. A single crystal of this form that diffracted
to high resolution was used to collect a native dataset at 4.0Å resolution in the space group
P4122 with cell dimension a=b=110.43Å c=107.42Å referred to here as AaDHPC.
An alternative approach to obtaining crystals was to generate a lysozyme-AaTatC fusion
similar to that used for other membrane protein crystallization (Rosenbaum et al., 2007). We
added a codon optimized T4 lysozyme at the C-terminus of AaTatC. This fusion was well
behaved by gel filtration and crystallized in DDM. Refinement of these conditions resulted
in a 6.8Å data set in the space group I4122 with cell dimension a=b=142.015Å c=251.748Å
referred to here as AaDDM.
Although many approaches were attempted, we were unable to obtain phases for either
crystal form by isomorphous replacement or related methods; therefore, the recently
deposited TatC structure from Berks, Lea and co-workers from Aquifex aeolicus was used
as a molecular replacement (MR) search model (PDBID 4B4A referred to here as AaMNG
as the protein was crystallized in a maltose-neopentyl glycol detergent). For the AaDHPC
crystals, a single molecule was found in the asymmetric unit, while two were identified in
the AaDDM asymmetric unit (Fig. S1C & D). For the latter, we were unable to identify a
lysozyme in the resulting maps.
For the AaDHPC crystals, refinement proceeded through normal processes. In the final
model, residues 5 to 232 had continuous density except for the residues 133 to 140 in the
second periplasmic loop, which were disordered and given occupancies of zero. The final
AaDHPC model gave an R/R-free of 28.8/32.3% while the lower resolution AaDDM gave a
final R/R-free of 34.4/42.9%. Complete crystallographic statistics are found in Table 1.
Unless noted, the figures and description of AaTatC will use the higher resolution AaDHPC
crystal structure and not the lysozyme fusion.
The structure of TatC
The majority of TatC homologs are expected to have six membrane spanning helices
(Behrendt et al., 2004; Ki et al., 2004; Punginelli et al., 2007) consistent with the structure,
where all the TMs are visible (Fig. 1A). TatC spans the membrane with the longest
dimension, ~55Å, essentially the same as the width of the bilayer resulting in very little of
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the protein exposed outside the membrane. Viewed from the cytoplasm (Fig. 1B), the
longest dimensions result in a length and width of approximately 35 by 20Å. For reference,
residues will be noted using E. coli numbering signified by Ec followed by the equivalent A.
aeolicus number in italics unless noted (Fig. 1H for reference).
Starting with the N-terminus in the cytoplasm, TM1 is roughly perpendicular to the
membrane ending in a sharp turn that continues as an amphipathic helix (H1A) curling
under TM2 to form a large part of the periplasmic face of TatC (Fig. 1A–C). The rest of the
first periplasmic loop (Per1) continues as a structured loop. This is followed by TM2 that
starts angled relative to TM1 until a conserved proline (Ec85/78) generates a kink and the
remaining cytoplasmic half of the helix forms a parallel interface with TM1. TM3 is
connected to TM2 by a short loop (Cyt1) then forms a long steeply angled helix that makes
contacts across the back to TM2, TM4 and TM6. This is reminiscent of the TM of SecE in
the SecY translocon suggesting a role in stabilization of the overall complex (van den Berg
et al., 2004). The following periplasmic loop (Per2) runs below TM5 and TM6 and is
partially disordered in the structure. TM4 has similar features and is parallel to TM2
including a highly conserved proline kink (Ec172/167). In addition, a highly conserved
glycine (Ec166/161) forms a tight interface with a reciprocal conserved glycine (Ec121/114)
in TM3. This is connected via a short loop (Cyt2) to TM5 that begins with a steep angle out
from the core of the protein then sharply kinks making contacts to TM4. TM5 ends with a
highly conserved proline turn (Per3) that lies just within the hydrophobic core of the bilayer.
TM6 has a fairly shallow angle on the backside of the protein making contacts to TM3, TM4
and TM5 with the C-terminus of the protein ending in the cytoplasm.
Surface properties of TatC
Overall, the most noticeable feature of TatC is that the kinked helices are arranged in a
manner where they are perpendicular to the membrane in the cytoplasmic leaflet then kinked
into an angle in the periplasmic leaflet. This results in a membrane exposed concave surface
reminiscent of a baseball glove (Fig. 1A–C). TMs 1, 2, 4 and 5 line the pocket with the base
made by the angled parts of TM2 and TM4. H1A, TM3 and TM6 line the back of the glove
forming contacts to multiple helices. The bulk of this pocket lies deep within the lipid
bilayer.
For many membrane proteins, mapping the hydrophobic parts of the surface helps to
estimate the orientation of the protein in the membrane. As expected, much of the surface
buried in the membrane is hydrophobic (SFig. 1B); however, there are a number of polar
groups within the hydrophobic part of the membrane including in the pocket. This is further
illustrated when the electrostatic surface potential is mapped to the exposed surface. Here,
we solved the Poisson-Boltzmann equation using the dielectric value of water (Fig. 1D and
SFig. 1C). This highlights a number of charged patches that would be buried in the
membrane including a negative charge deep within the pocket.
Another useful visualization is to look at the conservation of residues exposed on the
surface. Pfam is a curated database that clusters proteins into family groups based on
homology across all of the available genomes (Punta et al., 2012). For TatC, Pfam PF00902,
2560 TatC homologs have been identified across bacteria, archaea and eukaryotes
(chloroplast and a few mitochondria) with a generated seed group (144 homologs)
representative of sequence diversity. Taking the seed sequences, along with the sequence for
AaTatC, an alignment was performed using ClustalX (Larkin et al., 2007) that was then
mapped onto the surface of TatC (Fig. 1E, F and SFig. 1D). Despite many of the most
conserved residues being structural, such as helix breaking prolines, a few hot spots stand
out. The highest concentration of conserved residues is found in a grouping around the N-
terminus and Cyt1 mostly on the cytoplasmic and groove surfaces. Per3 is buried in the
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membrane and highly conserved, as is a groove on the back between TM3, 4 and 6.
Adjacent to this groove is EcE170/165 that is buried in the pocket providing the negative
charge there (Fig. 1D). This residue is conserved in over 80% of the Pfam seed group
(which includes very divergent sequences) as a glutamate or glutamine.
The structure of TatC in a lipid bilayer
Of the three crystal forms, AaMNG and the two described here, there is close agreement in
overall structure despite differences in purification methods, detergent, pH and space
groups. Compared to AaDHPC, AaMNG has an RMSD of 0.623Å and AaDDM has an
RMSD of 0.963Å (SFig. 2A). The only significant region of difference is in Per3 and an
additional turn of helix at the C-terminus suggesting TatC has a generally rigid structure that
would be maintained in the membrane. To test this, we used a MD simulation to study the
protein in a lipid bilayer.
To initialize the MD, TatC was placed in a model bilayer with explicit solvent in several
steps that included multiple energy minimizations. The final full atomic model was used to
run a 50ns MD simulation (Fig. 2A). Snapshots of the simulation were taken at 0.5ns, with
the representative frame occurring at 35.5ns (i.e. Frame 71, having the lowest protein
backbone RMSD to all other frames). The most dynamic regions of the protein occur at the
N-terminus and Cyt1, Per1, Per2 and the cytoplasmic end of TM5 (Fig. 2B). The
periplasmic loops periodically displayed additional secondary structure elements including a
two-strand β-sheet between Per1 and Per2 and a short turn of α-helix in Per2 which agree
with predictions based on primary sequence (Kneuper et al., 2012).
The most remarkable change in the protein structure during the course of the simulation is
the relaxation of TM5 which became straighter and turned in toward the pocket narrowing
this groove (Fig. 2C). The sharpness of the TM5 kink in all the crystal structures stood out
relative to other TM kinks throughout the molecule. For AaTatC, while the sequence at the
kink does not have an expected proline, there is a proline in the equivalent E. coli position
(Fig. 1G). From the Pfam seed alignment, we found a total of eight sequences with prolines
near the kink in TM5, which would imply that flexibility in TM5 is evolutionarily conserved
(Meruelo et al., 2011). The sharp kink is structurally inconsistent with the more typical,
shallower proline kinks in nearly every helix of TatC. Looking at the crystal packing for all
three forms, TM5 is involved in nearly identical contacts that involve interactions between
anti-parallel TM5s (Fig. 2D & Fig. S2B–E). TM5 starts in the cytoplasm and enters the
hydrophobic part of the bilayer at the kink (Fig. 1A). This hydrophobic section (Aa190–202)
makes the contacts across the symmetry interface. AaY190 and AaK189 form a stabilizing
hydrogen bond network to the C-terminus of the symmetry related helix (Fig. S1B) that
suggests the steepness of the kink in TM5 is exaggerated by crystallographic contacts. After
the movement of the helix during the MD simulation, the helix adopts a conformation more
consistent with the angle of kinks in other TMs (Fig. 2C). These different conformational
states point towards an inherently flexible helix.
The interaction of TatC with water and lipid showed unexpected results in the simulation.
Most of the cavities on the membrane-exposed surface of TatC remain filled with lipid
during the course of the simulation. An example of this is a hollow formed between 1A and
TM3 (Fig. 2E, blue arrow). This is mostly true for the pocket where the lipid tails reach deep
inside; however, within the pocket a funnel of water reaches into the membrane hydrating
the polar AaE165 (orange arrow). This is consistent with the hydration of polar and charged
residues in lipid bilayers in other model systems (MacCallum et al., 2008). The high
conservation of the polar nature of this residue would suggest the deformation of the
membrane due to hydration likely plays a role in TatC function; however, while mutations at
this position affect insertion in vivo (Buchanan et al., 2002), this residue does not appear to
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be critical for signal sequence binding in vitro (Holzapfel et al., 2007). Water also intrudes
into the hydrophobic part of the membrane around the polar loop between TM5 and TM6
(red arrow). This loop contains conserved prolines and an aspartate that likely play a role in
flexibility.
Analysis of individual residues based on biochemistry and mutagenesis
In recent years, extensive studies of TatC have been performed that include site specific
mutants and random mutagenesis to analyze the residues of TatC that are involved in
binding to signal sequence and/or other TAT components and the most prominent of these
are mapped onto AaTatC (Fig. 3). While there is only a consensus sequence for the
recognition motif (S/TRRxFLK), the requirement for the arginine pair suggests a specific
binding site. Initial mutagenesis identified the N-terminus and Cyt1 as being critical to
signal sequence binding (Holzapfel et al., 2007). This is supported by work that used site-
specific cross-linking to map the interaction with the signal peptide (Zoufaly et al., 2012).
The strongest of these include crosslinks to the flexible N-terminus in residues that are not
conserved (EcV3-D5/n/a, & I10/T4) and are disordered in equivalent positions in the crystal
structure, suggesting that they are in the vicinity of the recognition site but are not required
for specificity. One residue (EcL9/3) was also identified in suppressor screens for mutants
that allow targeting of a modified signal sequence (Kreutzenbeck et al., 2007; Lausberg et
al., 2012) that is disordered in the crystal structure. Other cross-linked positions (EcE15/9,
L16/10, Y100/93, K101/S94 & E187/182) are generally highly conserved and map to the N-
terminus of TM1 and Cyt1 with the exception being EcE187 that maps to TM5 (Fig. 3A &
B). This is all consistent with the likely primary signal sequence-binding site localized
between the N-terminus and Cyt1, which also has the highest concentration of conserved
residues (Fig. 1E & F). Moreover, mutations that suppress defective signal sequences
(EcL9F/3, K18E or M/Y12, N22I/I16, L99P/92, F94S/87 and W92G+P97S/85+90) all map
to this region (Fig. 3B) (Kreutzenbeck et al., 2007; Lausberg et al., 2012; Strauch and
Georgiou, 2007). Single alanine mutations in Cyt1 identified three residues (F94/87,
Y100/93 & E103/96) that were defective in translocation (Holzapfel et al., 2007),
presumably due to effects on the interaction with the signal sequence.
TatC forms part of a larger multimeric TatB/TatC complex. Binding of the signal sequence
leads to assembly of the translocation pore presumed to be predominantly formed by TatA.
Cross-linking studies have identified a number of residues that are likely components of
these interfaces and some of these results are mapped onto the AaTatC structure (Fig. 3A).
Based on the surface localization, many of these crosslinks are found on the same face as the
pocket (Fig. 3B). For TatC/TatC interactions, strong crosslinks have been found in TM1
(EcA26/A20 & Y36/Y30), Per1 (EcD63/S56) (Zoufaly et al., 2012) and Per2 (EcG144/
Q137 and S148/T141) (Punginelli et al., 2007). The distribution of these suggests multiple
contact points, perhaps involving multiple TatCs. TatB cross-links have been identified at
the N-terminus (EcV3/n/a, I10/T4 & I14/R8), Per2 (EcD150/S145) and Per3 (EcM205/
A200) (Kneuper et al., 2012; Zoufaly et al., 2012). Again, the separation of these sites would
suggest different interaction surfaces. TatA cross-links have also been found in Per2 at the
same position (EcD150/145) and the additional Per3 position (EcD211/205). The latter is a
highly conserved aspartate (Fig. 1F & H) that forms a hydrogen bond network in the tight
turn capping the N-terminus of TM6, which lies within the bilayer (Fig. 3D). Mutation of
EcQ215/209 leads to loss of function suggesting that, in general, Per3 plays a significant
role in TatB binding (Buchanan et al., 2002).
A number of positions in TatC were identified as important based on general translocation
defects. Of those that are unlikely to result in folding or membrane insertion defects (e.g
introduction of a proline), the majority occur in the same regions that were identified in the
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cross-linking or suppressor studies, TM1, Cyt1 and Cyt2 (EcP48L or A/42, I60N/53, D63V/
S56, F68S/L61, T70R/I63, F94S or A/86, L99P or Q/92, Y100A/93, E103A/96, Y126A/119,
D150G or R/145, M205R/A200, Q215R/209) (Fig. 3A) (Holzapfel et al., 2007; Kneuper et
al., 2012). This further confirms the likely direct role of these areas in TatC function. Of the
remaining mutants, two positions were identified in several screens (P48/42 & Y126/119).
Looking at these highly conserved residues (Fig. 1H), EcY126/119 is part of TM3 and is
positioned at the kink created by EcP131/124 (Fig. 3D). The tyrosine hydroxyl forms a
hydrogen bond to a backbone carbonyl exposed by the kink in 1A caused by EcP48/42,
presumably stabilizing this entire region. Mutation of either residue would disrupt this
leading to large effects throughout the structure. Interestingly, the EcP48A mutation causes
defects in TatB/TatC complex assembly suggesting large-scale structural effects (Barrett and
Robinson, 2005). This hydrogen bond is maintained throughout the entire 50ns of the MD
simulation.
Dimerization of TatC
The oligomerization of TatC appears to play a substantial role in its function. In E. coli and
chloroplasts, TatB/TatC complexes can be purified that contain multiple TatCs. Even in a
mutant defective in TatB binding, TatC continues to form larger complexes (Barrett and
Robinson, 2005) indicating that there are direct interactions between TatC monomers that do
not depend on TatB. In the case of A. aeolicus, TatC has been expressed heterologously and
the subsequent purification reveals a homogenous peak consistent with a larger than
monomer complex by gel filtration. This was analyzed using multi-angle laser light
scattering (MALLS) that allows for the measurement of the protein molecular weight
independent of detergent micelle thereby obtaining stoichiometry (Fig. 4A). For AaTatC, a
molecular weight of 57 kDa was obtained that would be consistent with a dimer of TatC.
This fits the prediction that TatC exists minimally as a dimer as fusions of EcTatC are
functional (Maldonado et al., 2011) and many of the archaeal homologues are natively fused
dimers.
While TM5 forms a symmetry related contact in all three crystal forms, a number of
additional crystallographic contacts occur (Fig. 2D & Fig. S2C–E). There are contacts
formed between symmetry related periplasmic loops and direct TM interaction. In AaDHPC
and AaDDM, a contact between TM1s is stabilized by van der Waals interactions between
opposing AaG26 residues (Fig. 2D, Fig. S2C & D). While these are semi-parallel, it is
unlikely that this represents a dimer interface, as the angle between the symmetrical TatCs
would be incompatible with the bilayer. In the AaMNG form, a contact is generated where
TM1, 2 and 3 make a two-fold symmetric contact using residues in the cytoplasmic leaflet
that is stabilized by a detergent molecule bound at the periplasmic leaflet interface (Fig.
S2E). Although this interface is incompatible with the membrane, it is conceivable that a
slight reorientation could provide a membrane bound interface. All of the contacts point to
protein interaction interfaces around TM1 and TM5 consistent with the locations of TatC
crosslinks to itself and other proteins (Fig. 3A).
While there are no obvious dimer interfaces, there are a number of ways to arrange TatC
dimers based on the extensive crosslinks observed on all surfaces of the structure. As the
biochemical evidence points to a role for a minimal dimer, plausible dimer models were
generated computationally taking protein flexibility into account. Initially, two copies of
either the crystal structure or each of three representative TatC conformations from the MD
simulation were allowed to randomly dock to identify complementary surfaces. Subsequent
dimer models were screened and kept if they were topologically compatible with the lipid
bilayer. These models were scored using inter-protomer and homodimer energies (Table
S2). A representative of the top scores is shown in Figure 4B. In these models, the dominant
interface was a ‘back-to-back’ contact mediated predominantly by TM3 and TM6 (Fig. S2).
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This interaction is reminiscent of the SecY back-to-back model where a long-angled helix
mediates the interface (Breyton et al., 2002; van den Berg et al., 2004). In this orientation,
the two TatC molecules would work independently as predicted (Maldonado et al., 2011)
and communication between the pockets could be mediated by motions in TM5 relayed
through TM6. While this model is plausible, it is clear that there are additional interfaces
between TatC in the higher order oligomers.
A model for TatC signal sequence recognition
Although TatC forms part of a large complex, not all of the TatC molecules bind the signal
sequence (Tarry et al., 2009); therefore, it seems reasonable to presume that the signal
sequence-binding site lies within a single TatC. Summarizing the structural and biochemical
evidence, a model can be made for signal sequence recognition (Fig. 5). For illustration, the
first 15 residues of the signal sequence for the A. aeolicus SufI protein has been modeled
into the presumed binding pocket as its E. coli counterpart has been shown to be helical in a
membrane-like environment (Fig. 5A & C)(San Miguel et al., 2003). We performed a
similar manual docking with the crystal structure of a complex containing a Rieske iron-
sulfur protein, which uses its signal sequence as a TM domain (Kurisu et al., 2003). The TM
helix has a curve that could be docked in an orientation where the consensus sequence
overlaid with our SufI model and the C-terminus curved to match the shape of the pocket.
The amphipathic character of signal sequences (Klein et al., 2012) may allow them to
initially interact directly with the membrane (Bageshwar et al., 2009; Molik et al., 2001;
Shanmugham et al., 2006) which would allow for a two-dimensional search for the TatC
recognition site. Critically, residues that are important to this recognition are found primarily
on both the groove and the backside of TM1 and Cyt1. It is likely that specific recognition
requires reorganizing in this region to accommodate the pairs of arginines. While one
expects a clear negative pocket compatible with an arginine pair, this is not found in the
structure, although the presence of several critical negative charges (e.g. EcE103/96, Fig.
S1) likely contribute to this recognition. Another possible source of recognition is the
presence of conserved aromatic residues that are required for binding. Of note, the
conserved EcF94/87 can be modified to another aromatic (e.g. tyrosine) retaining function
but modification to a hydrophobic leucine is inactive (Buchanan et al., 2002). An attractive
hypothesis consistent with this would be that, in addition to the acidic side chains, the cluster
of aromatics would use cation-π interactions (Gallivan and Dougherty, 1999) to bind the
twin-arginine pair.
Once a substrate is recognized, the amphipathic helix would be positioned near the groove
(Fig. 2F). Here, the energetically unfavorable hydration of the polar residue in the pocket
could be stabilized by the signal sequence; the polar residues of the helix would line the
polar face of the pocket while the hydrophobic face would contact the lipid (Fig. 5A & D).
Importantly, this would not require specificity that could account for signal sequence
diversity. It is likely that the shape of the pocket also contributes to excluding the lipid and
the signal sequence could offset the surface tension generated at this interface. For species
like AaTatC and EcTatC that contain an exposed negative charge in the pocket (Fig. 1D &
G), the consensus lysine in the signal sequence would be appropriately placed to interact
deep in the pocket. It is conceivable that the large cluster of aromatics in the pocket could
also contribute to lysine binding. This orientation is consistent with the model of a deeply
embedded signal sequence that must loop back out of the membrane (Cline and McCaffery,
2007; Di Cola and Robinson, 2005; Gérard and Cline, 2007). The signal sequence residues
following the consensus are generally a mix of hydrophobic, small hydrophilic (Ser and Thr)
and secondary structure breaking residues (Pro and Gly) that could snake back out of the
membrane to the folded substrate (Fig. 5B & D).
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The dimensions of the pocket are wider than a helix in the crystal structure; however, TM5
rotating into the pocket, as in the MD simulation, would make the size closer to that of a
helix (Fig. 5C). The high conservation of Per3 likely plays a role in the flexibility of TM5
necessary for participation in substrate recognition. In TM5, EcE187/165 crosslinks to the
signal sequence yet in the crystal structure it is far away from other crosslinking residues.
Movement of TM5 would bring EcE187 into a position where a crosslink would seem more
feasible. TM1 could also move into close contact that would be consistent with the crosslink
of EcL20/14 to specific signal sequences (Fig. 5A & C) (Zoufaly et al., 2012). Movement of
TM5 is likely coupled to rotation of TM6 and a salt bridge between the two (AaR188-E221)
is conserved in many species that could help facilitate this coordination. The effect of this is
that both helices would change conformation and a reorganized surface would be formed.
TatB and TatA both interact directly with Per3 implying that this provides a part of the
binding site to TatC. TatB mutants near its periplasmic C-terminus affect binding to the
signal sequence that would require interactions across the membrane (Lausberg et al., 2012).
This model would suggest that, concurrent with the motion in TM5, TatB could interact with
the whole of the signal sequence as it crosses the membrane. This would be consistent with
the crosslinking of TatB to residues after the consensus sequence (Alami et al., 2003). These
conformational changes, stimulated by signal sequence, would affect the interaction with
TatB and TatA perhaps leading to oligomerization of TatA to generate a translocation pore.
The final benefit of this model would be that moving the signal sequence into the membrane
could be coupled to beginning the translocation process of the rest of the folded protein
substrate.
Two articles appeared after the submission of this manuscript that are directly relevant to the
model presented here. Müller and colleagues (Frobel et al., 2012a) presented results that
demonstrate TatC is capable of translocating the signal peptidase cleavage site across the
lipid bilayer independent of other factors. The cleavage requires a sufficiently long linker
between the peptidase site and the mature protein so that the signal sequence can cross the
membrane with enough additional unfolded sequence to loop back to the cytoplasm. This
plunging of the signal sequence into the membrane exactly fits the mechanism described
here. Fröbel et al. posit a model of a groove in the membrane portion of TatC that would
accommodate the signal sequence. Excitingly, these results, in agreement with the TatC
structure, provide evidence for transmembrane helix translocation in the absence of a pore.
Mechanistically, a structured groove that facilitates TM insertion could prove to be a
broader mechanism, as there are a number of these pathways that do not appear to have a
pore. Example systems might include the YidC/Oxa1/Alb3 homologs (Wang and Dalbey,
2011) or the eukaryotic Get1 and Get2 complex involved in tail-anchor membrane protein
insertion (Hegde and Keenan, 2011).
The independent description of the AaMNG structure referenced here by Berks, Lea and
coworkers has been published (Rollauer et al., 2012). As expected, the two stories largely
agree in the structural details of TatC. Despite the similarities, including the use of MD,
Rollauer et al. do not predict that the signal sequence binds in the groove or the location of
the region following the consensus. They do posit that the consensus sequence binds the
cytoplasmic face contacting the backside of TM1 and Cyt1 based, in part, on mutations on
that side that disrupt binding. As noted, residues on both sides have been implicated;
therefore, the details of the model are ripe for further experimentation.
Here, we have solved a structure of TatC and used it as a template for understanding the
early stages of twin-arginine translocation. The structure provides a wealth of unexpected
features and a new membrane architecture. The structure and biochemical evidence is highly
consistent with the signal sequence binding in the pocket formed by TatC. This model
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satisfies many of the requirements and will be a useful template for the design of future
experiments. With the recent evidence that the TAT pathway is critical in the human
pathogen Mycobacterium tuberculosis, the structure can potentially be used as a tool to
design new antibiotics (Saint-Joanis et al., 2006). Moreover, the critical role of TAT in
photosynthesis (Molik et al., 2001) makes this work broadly important. With this important
structural step, the next stages of twin-arginine translocation research will be exciting.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Determination of the AaTatC crystal structure
An expression strain, CJMS2, was generated from an E. coli BL21(DE3) clone to obtain a
TAT deletion strain (ΔtatABCDΔtatE) to prevent contamination of E. coli TAT components
during TatC purification. Multiple TatC homologs were tested for expression in CJMS2 with
the protein from Aquifex aeolicus (AaTatC) being the best behaved by gel filtration.
Variants of this homolog were expressed and purified. All crystallization utilized the vapor
diffusion technique. Two datasets were obtained for AaTatC from a surface entropy mutant
in DHPC and a C-terminal lysozyme fusion in DDM. Diffraction data were collected at
beamline 12-2 at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource. Phases were recovered by
molecular replacement using the coordinates from PDBID 4B4A. Additional details of
crystal growth, data collection, model refinement and structural analysis are provided in
Supplemental Methods.
Multi-angle laser light scattering
Purified AaTatC in DDM (15 mg/ml) was purified on a sizing column inline with an Optilab
interferometric refractometer and a quasi-elastic light-scattering instrument) (Wyatt
Technologies). Data analysis was performed with the ASTRA software package. Additional
details are in the Supplemental Methods.
Molecular dynamics
The TatC protein structure was aligned in a model phosphatidylcholine lipid bilayer.
Standard simulation protocols were used to minimize the system. A full atomistic molecular
dynamics simulation was run for 50.25 ns in 1 fs time steps. Snapshots were obtained every
10 ns and used for analysis. Full details of the MD simulation are provided in the
Supplemental Methods.
Homodimer structure prediction
Homodimer prediction was done in two steps. A simplified side-chain model was used in a
protein docking calculation taking either the crystal structure or a representative model from
each of three MD clusters resulting in 16,000 interfaces. These were then screened for
membrane compatibility resulting in 89 models. These had side-chains restored, were
minimized and then ranked based on inter-protomer energy (BE) and total homodimer
energy (TE) (Table S2). A full description of the docking is provided in the Supplemental
Methods.
Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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HIGHLIGHTS
• Crystal structures of TatC from the thermophile Aquifex aeolicus are presented.
• The architecture of TatC generates a glove-shaped pocket buried in the bilayer.
• Molecular dynamics reveal destabilization of the membrane around the pocket.
• Correlation to biochemical results suggest the signal sequence binds in this
pocket.
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Figure 1. Overview of the structure of AaTatC
(A) Cartoon diagram of AaDHPC viewed from in the plane of the membrane color-ramped
from N- to C-terminus (blue to red) from the front and rotated 90°. TMs and loops are
numbered (1–6) according to the text. The amphipathic helix in Per1 is labeled as 1A. The
bilayer is represented in the back as a rectangle with the most hydrophobic portions in gray
and the hydrophilic head groups in blue. Dimensions are shown for the whole protein and
the narrowest point in the glove.
(B) As in A viewed from the cytoplasm.
(C–E) Front molecular surface representations: (C) colored as in A; (D) electrostatic surface
potential from negative −6 kB/e (red) to positive +6 kB/e (blue); (E) percent conservation
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based on an alignment of TatC Pfam seed sequences from 10 (white) to 90% (red). See also
Figure S1.
(F) Cytoplasmic views of E.
(G) Sequence alignment of TatC homologs. The species are E. coli, A. aeolicus,
Campylobacter jejuni, Thermus thermophilus and Staphylococcus aureus. Alignment and
residue coloring are based on ClustalX output (Larkin et al., 2007). Secondary structure
features are highlighted above the sequence with helices (rectangles) colored as in A.
Sequence numbering is below the alignment for E. coli and A. aeolicus. Residues that are
disordered in the crystal structure have red numbering. Residues mutated in the AaDHPC
are underlined in black. Residues highlighted in Fig. 3 are shown above the sequence with
boxes colored according to the type of mutation (see labeling below where Xlink indicates a
signal sequence cross-link and SS Supp are signal sequence suppressor mutants). X indicates
residues involved in crosslinks while other letters indicate specific mutations. The dashed
line marks a salt bridge between K190 and E221.
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Figure 2. Molecular dynamics simulation of TatC in the lipid bilayer
Panels A – D are oriented from the front and colored as in Fig. 1A.
(A) A sample frame from the molecular dynamics simulation. The full representative frame
71 at 35.5ns with the lowest protein RMSD to all other frames. Shown are protein as a
ribbons cartoon similar to Fig. 1A with waters (6856 total) and lipids as sticks (107).
(B) A coil diagram of AaDHPC color-ramped from N- to C-terminus. The thickness of the
coil is based on the average RMSD at each position across the entire MD simulation.
Thicker regions have the most fluctuation.
(C) Comparison of AaDHPC (‘xtal’ lightened relative to Fig. 1A) aligned by TM3 and TM4
to Frame 71 of the MD simulation (colored as in Fig. 1A). The rotation of TM5 is
highlighted by an arrow.
(D) The crystal contacts in AaTatC. The central protein is colored as in Fig. 1A. Symmetry
related proteins are similarly colored except lighter. The orientations of TM1 and TM5 are
highlighted by arrows pointing from the N- to C-terminus. See also Figure S2.
(E) Side view of the MD simulation frame 71 highlighting the waters. Hydrogens are
removed for clarity. Protein is shown as a Cα ribbon, waters as spheres and lipids as lines.
The orange arrow indicates AaE165 and the penetration of water into the bilayer. The red
arrow indicates the hydration of Per3. The blue arrow highlights the lipid filled hole at the
back of the protein.
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Figure 3. Residues correlated to TatC function based on mutagenesis or crosslinking
(A) Ribbons diagram of AaDHPC colored similar to Fig. 1A with discussed mutants shown
as sticks. Residues are colored based on identified function with A. aeolicus numbering:
signal sequence crosslink (orange), signal sequence suppression mutants (red), TatC to TatC
crosslink (blue), TatC to TatA or TatB crosslink (cyan) and mutants that inactivate TatC
(green) (Barrett et al., 2005; Buchanan et al., 2002; Holzapfel et al., 2007; Kneuper et al.,
2012; Kreutzenbeck et al., 2007; Lausberg et al., 2012; Punginelli et al., 2007; Strauch and
Georgiou, 2007; Zoufaly et al., 2012). Dashed boxes indicate regions highlighted in C and
D.
(B) View from the cytoplasm as in A. Labeling includes A. aeolicus numbers with E. coli
numbering and mutations in parenthesis. C and D have similar schemes.
(C) Per3 in sticks highlighting the conserved hydrogen bond network stabilized by the
conserved D205.
(D) Sticks view of the hydrogen bond stabilizing the kinks in TM3 and 1A facilitated by P42
and Y119.
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Figure 4. The AaTatC dimer
(A) Molecular weight measured by MALLS. UV traces from sizing column on left axis as
thick lines. Refractive index on the right axis is shown as dashed lines. AaTatC (dimer MW
54 kDa) is in black, the control BSA (MW 66 kDa) is shown in grey.
(B) Representative dimer model viewed from the cytoplasm colored as in Fig. 1A (Model
name 525 in Table S1 and Fig. S3). In this case, an MD model was used in calculating the
interface. See also Figure S3.
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Figure 5. A model for signal sequence binding by TatC
(A) AaDHPC as in Fig. 1A with an idealized helical SufI signal peptide including the first
12 amino acids (cylinder) modeled into the pocket of AaTatC with the C-terminus
continuing as a dashed line. Residues identified as signal sequence crosslinks are shown as
sticks (orange). L14, which crosslinks to some signal sequences, shown as sticks (magenta).
The position of E165 is indicated.
(B) Representative predicted Aquifex aeolicus signal sequences aligned based on the
arginine pair colored as in Fig. 1H. The consensus sequence is shown above in red. The
residues used to model the signal sequence are highlighted by a black box. The alignment
ends at the position of the predicted signal sequence cleavage site for SufI indicated by a
scissors.
(C) Similar to A viewed from the cytoplasm with the MD frame 71 aligned as in Fig. 2C.
The arginines in the consensus are highlighted and the lysine/AaE165 interaction is
highlighted by a *. Arrows show predicted movement of TM1 and TM5.
(D) A cartoon model for TatC recognition of a signal sequence. The hydrophilic N-terminus
of the signal sequence initially binds the membrane. The RR pair is recognized by TatC,
positioning the signal sequence near the pocket. The signal sequence would enter into the
membrane forming a tight interface stabilizing the pocket. This would create a looped
orientation priming the substrate for translocation. The cleavage site is indicated by a
scissors.
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Table 1
Crystallographic statistics
AaDHPC AaDDM
Wavelength (Å) 1.08 1.08
Resolution range (Å) 29.9–4.0 (4.5–4.0)a 30.0–6.80 (7.0–6.8)
Space group P4122 I4122
Cell dimensions: a=b, c (Å) 109.8, 107.0 142.0, 251.8
 α, β, γ (°) 90, 90, 90 90, 90, 90
Unique reflections 5906 (1627) 2281 (220)
Completeness (%) 99.8 (100.0) 95.9 (96.9)
Redundancy 5.8 (6.0) 6.8 (7)
Rmergeb 0.127 (0.918) 0.048 (0.79)
Mean I/σ(I) 6.6 (1.7) 22.45 (2.70)
Refinement
Reflections: work/free 5885/567 2164/98
Rwork/Rfreec 0.288/0.323 0.344/0.429
No. protein atoms 1819 3608
Protein B-factors (Å2) 247.76 474.5
RMSD bond lengths (Å) 0.003 0.004
RMSD bond angles (°) 0.882 0.95
Ramachandran outliers 0.4% 4%
aValues in parentheses are for the highest resolution shell
b
Rmerge = Σhkl Σi |Ii(hkl) − 〈I(hkl)〉|/ Σhkl ΣiIi(hkl), where Ii(hkl) is the ith observation of reflection hkl and 〈I(hkl)〉 is the weighted average
intensity for all observations i of reflection hkl.
c
R = Σ (| Fobs − Fcalc |)/Σ| Fobs |, where Fobs and Fcalc are observed and calculated structure factors amplitudes, respectively
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